OPPOSE AUTO DEALER CARVE-OUT FROM CONSUMER PROTECTION

April 15, 2010

Dear Senator:

The undersigned civil rights organizations strongly urge you to keep auto dealers within the jurisdiction of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), as proposed in the “Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010.” It is vital to the communities we represent that the CFPB is able to enforce all consumer protection and civil rights laws against predatory or discriminatory dealers and financiers.

Dealers, whether arranging financing or providing financing themselves, all too often engage in discrimination against minorities. Dealers are typically the loan broker and the originator, and also the entity with both discretion and first-hand exposure to the car buyer. This often results in dealers’ arranging financing that discriminates against classes of car buyers:

- Detailed research by academics earlier this decade on millions of auto loans revealed that auto dealers were far more likely to mark up the loan rates of minorities. Class action litigation has revealed discrimination at GM, Toyota, and Ford dealerships, among others. As a result, courts have ordered most major car finance companies to cap rates and provide funds for minority-related consumer education, although these orders expire soon.

- Just two months ago, the Department of Justice brought an action alleging that Nara Bank and two car dealers charged non-Asian-American customers higher interest rate markups.\(^1\) Unfortunately, this is the only such case brought in many years by either the DOJ or the FTC, the two entities charged with enforcing the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. Given the widespread nature of the problem revealed in the academic studies and private litigation, the current structure has failed to effectively police auto finance.

- Analyses have shown that Latinos pay higher used car loan rates than other borrowers,\(^2\) African-American women pay more than African-American men, and both pay more than whites.\(^3\)

Dealers are deeply engaged in auto finance. In fact, the major source of dealer profits comes not from the sale of the car itself, but rather from their “Finance and Insurance” (F & I) departments, which arrange auto financing to maximize dealer profit in the auto financing and add-ons.\(^4\) One common profit center

---


\(^3\) See Ian Ayres, PERVERSIVE PREJUDICE? UNCONVENTIONAL EVIDENCE OF RACE AND GENDER (Univ. of Chi. Press 2001).

\(^4\) 2009 F&I Statistics, F&I Management & Technology, Dec. 30, 2008, at 28, stating that
for dealers in these transactions is “dealer markups.” A dealer markup involves the dealer arranging financing at terms worse than what the consumer qualifies for. A car buyer, whose credit history would entitle the consumer to an 8 percent loan, will be put in a 10.5 percent loan by the dealer, and the dealer and the lender will split the extra profits. It is estimated that dealer markups cost consumers $20 billion per year in unnecessary finance expense.\(^5\)

While markups are bad for all consumers, they are especially unfair to minority car buyers. As academic studies and class action litigation have shown, minority car buyers pay significantly higher dealer markups than non-minority car buyers \textit{with the same credit scores}.\(^6\) In addition, whistleblowers and former F & I managers have stated that people of color have been deliberately targeted by dealers for discriminatory treatment.\(^7\)

Unfortunately, individual buyers don’t often know when discrimination has occurred. While “yield spread premiums,” a practice in the mortgage industry similar in many ways to dealer markups, are evident upon the face of the mortgage documents to those with the experience and time to understand them, consumers who have been the victim of dealer markups have no way of knowing that they are paying more for credit than the lender says they need to.

Dealer markups are not the only finance-related activity that gives the dealers both the discretion and incentive to engage in discriminatory pricing. When arranging financing, dealers often include overpriced add-ons in a practice known as “loan packing.” Because dealers are selling both the car and the financing, consumers are not likely to understand the pricing of these add-ons. In fact, the pricing is largely within the dealers’ discretion. Although incredibly difficult to prove under the current regulations, this dealer discretion likely results in higher costs for minorities, just as in the example of dealer markups.

In order to bring transparency and fairness to these transactions, and effectively police the market, the CFPB must have jurisdiction over dealers when they engage in financing-related activities. When the “Restoring American Financial Stability Act of 2010” reaches the Senate floor, we strongly urge you to oppose any effort to carve out auto dealers from the Bureau’s jurisdiction.

Thank you for your consideration. Should you or your staff have any questions, please contact Rob Randhava, Senior Counsel with The Leadership Conference, at (202) 466-6058, or Graciela Aponte, Legislative Analyst with National Council of La Raza, at (202) 776-1578.


\(^7\) "Report concludes hidden auto finance charges cost American car buyers as much as one billion annually; industry-wide practice has led to discrimination against African Americans and Hispanics," press release issued by Consumer Federation of America, National Council of La Raza, and Rainbow PUSH. Jan. 26, 2004.
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For further information about auto dealers' practices:

*Fueling Fair Practices, a road map to improved public policy for used car sales and financing,* by John Van Alst, National Consumer Law Center:  
http://www.aecf.org/~media/PublicationFiles/fuelingfairpractices.pdf

*Driving a Hard Bargain: Improving the Auto Market for Latino Families,* by National Council of La Raza:  
www.nclr.org/bankingreform.

Pursuit of the Dream: Cars and Jobs in America, produced by the Annie E. Casey Foundation:  
http://www.aecf.org/MajorInitiatives/FamilyEconomicSuccess/PursuitoftheDream.aspx

Testimony of John Van Alst, National Consumer Law Center, before U.S. House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection:  

Testimony of Rosemary Shahan, President of Consumers for Auto Reliability and Safety (CARS) before U.S. House energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection:  

Testimony of Michael Calhoun, President of Center for Responsible Lending, before U.S. House Committee on Financial Services:  